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ENGLISH
CREATIVE WRITING

I.1. Read the outline of the story and develop it in your
own words. Give a suitable title to the story.      5
A lion ..... feeling hungry .... came out ..... den .... searched
...... find a small hare ...... “this hare cannot fill my tummy”
...... a deer ran that way .... became greedy ..... “let me eat
the big deer” ..... let the hare go ..... went behind the deer
..... disappeared into the forest ...... the lion now felt sorry.

2. Write a few sentences about a beautiful experience
when you spent time with your grandparents.      5

GRAMMAR
II.1. Use suitable pronouns in places the nouns are

underlined.      1
Ramu is a woodcutter. Ramu lives in a village with Ramu’s
wife and children.

2. Fill in the blanks with suitable articles.      1
a) I bought _______ new house.
b) The captain is ______ honest man.
3. Add apostrophes if needed and rewrite the sentences

correctly.      1
a) Sunils socks are wet.
b) Ramesh packed his bag and Rajus too.
4. Fill in the blanks with verbs from the brackets.      2

(met, ran, laughed)
a) Arjun _______ fast.
b) Students _________ loudly.
c) Rahul _________ with an accident.
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SPELLING
III.1. Fill in the blanks with the missing letters.      4
a) s_a_ched b) p_u_t_y c) f_tc_ed d) c_ac_ed
2. Choose the correctly spelt word.      4
a) whailed wailed vailed
b) entertainment entertinment entertainmend
c) misserable misarable miserable
d) cough caugh kough
3. Choose the right word to fill in the blanks.      2
a) This chair is made of _______. (would, wood)
b) Arun drank a ________ bottle of water. (hole, whole)

VOCABULARY
IV.1. Write one word for the following.      4
a) To recover from one’s disease, wound, etc.
b) To recall from one’s memory.
c) Moving quickly from place to place.
d) An action of giving food.
2. Fill in the blanks with the opposites of the underlined

words.      4
a) The noisy classroom became _______ when the Principal

passed by.
b) Ravi is weak but his brother is _________.
c) Lemon is sour but orange is _________.
d) The sun appears in the morning but _______ at night.
3. Using the words make sentences of your own.      2
a) surprise b) eager

LITERATURE
V.1. Read the sentences and answer the questions.      4
a) ‘Thank God you brought him in time, he is out of danger

now.’
(i) Who said these words?
(ii) Was he really in danger?
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b) ‘A good bargain’ thought as she walked on.
(i) Who thought these words?
(ii) What is that good bargain?

2. Answer the following.
a) How did mountain make the clouds laugh?      1
b) What surprise did the captain give Dick?   1½
c) With what did the young woman, the quarreling couple,

the young mother and the old man exchange with the old
woman?      2

d) Write two ways in which the caterpillar is different from
the butterfly.   1½

HANDWRITING
VI.      5

According to Sanatana Dharma, God is not one sitting on
a golden throne in the sky among clouds giving orders.
God Himself has become the world. So every object in
Nature is to be worshipped. That is why in Bharat we
worship trees and animals. We see God in everyone and
everything.


